Tossups:

1. One character in this film was nearly named after a “total obnoxious brat” child of the writer’s friend, but ended up being named after the founder of a leper colony in Hawaii. The day after shooting one scene of this film in a park in Windsor, the director’s hotel was bombed by the IRA and one of the zookeepers at the park was killed by a lion. The most famous song in this film incorrectly chants the Latin phrase “sanguis bibimus” rather than “sanguinem bibimus.” In the bloodiest moment of this film, the protagonist badly punctures his arm on an iron fence while fleeing from dogs in an Etruscan cemetery. Composer Jerry (*) Goldsmith notably won his only Oscar for his work on this film’s song, Ave Satani. For 10 points, name this long and excruciatingly boring 1976 film in which a Gregory Peck plays a father attempting to deal with his satanic son, Damien. 
   ANSWER: The Omen

2. Description Acceptable. A deleted scene meant to replace this one features Jenny and Marnie pranking each other, with Marnie telling her assailant “you’re not real” before dying. In this scene, one character notes that a picture on her friend’s phone is actually Channing Tatum “from his Abercrombie days.” Near the beginning of this scene, one character rejects another’s suggestion of watching Saw 4 because horror has thankfully moved beyond torture porn. This scene consists of the main characters watching (*) Stab 7, in which the characters, played by Anne Paquin and Kristen Bell, are watching Stab 6. For 10 points, name this scene from a 2011 sequel, which proceeds a film in which Emma Roberts’ character becomes the new Ghostface killer out of jealousy for her cousin, Sidney Prescott.
   ANSWER: The Opening Scene from Scream 4 [accept equivalents, generously accept Stab 6 or Stab 7 before mentioned]

3. Brothers played by Dominic Purcell and Henry Cavill face an immortal Nazi occultist played by Michael Fassbender in one film set in this state titled Blood Creek. Despite the location never being explicitly mentioned in the games, the Silent Hill movie is set in this state. In another film set in this state, the protagonists defeat a frat boy killer by throwing a box of chamomile tea at him. The third film in a series set in this state is subtitled “Left for Dead” and features characters like (*) Three Finger and Three Toes hunting down a prison convoy. In addition to being the setting of Tucker & Dale vs. Evil, this state is a frequent setting for films about the Mothman. For 10 points, name this state, the setting of the incestuous cannibal family of the Wrong Turn series.
   ANSWER: West Virginia [do not accept or prompt on “Best Virginia”]

4. At the end of an early film directed by this actor, the namesake Baghead killer is revealed to the indie director Jett who has been pulling a prank on the protagonist
and his friends. In another film, this actor and Elizabeth Moss go on a weekend retreat to repair their marriage only to find seemingly identical clones of themselves in the guesthouse. Perhaps the most famous film starring this actor ends with a homemade clip of his character dressed in a (*) wolf costume he calls “Peachfuzz” before landing an axe on top of the head of the unsuspecting protagonist. For 10 points, name this actor who starred alongside Olivia Wilde in The Lazarus Effect and whose role in the Creep film series seems him lure strangers into his house under the guise of creating a documentary before killing them.

ANSWER: Mark Duplass [accept Jay Duplass before Elizabeth Moss is mentioned]

5. **Description Acceptable.** In a later film, it is revealed that this is the first trap shown in the series in which Jigsaw utilized Dr. Gordon’s medical prowess. In Scary Movie 4, Cindy and Brenda both must attempt to escape these traps, which turns out to be relatively easy because Cindy had a “bad bar fight in ’96.” In the original design for this trap, the key was going to be in the hands of the victim, which were going to be strapped to his chair by blades. Like an earlier, more famous trap, the timer for this trap is activated when the victim rises out of their chair and an attached wire is released. Jigsaw taunts the victim of this trap by asking if he is willing to look (*) “inward” rather than outward before it begins. For 10 points, name this trap in which the victim must cut a key out of his eye before a device encloses his head like an iron maiden.

ANSWER: Venus Fly Trap [accept Death Mask, “The Opening trap in Saw II,” or anything involving having to cut out one’s eye before mentioned, prompt on “head trap,” do not accept or prompt on “reverse bear trap”]

6. In The Cabin in the Woods, Dana realizes that she and her friends chose their method of death while looking at a parody of this character named Fornicus. In the fifth film in which he appears, this character reveals himself as the psychologist of Joseph Thorne and notes that the murderous “Engineer” is really just a manifestation of Thorne’s cruelty. In the third film, this being is revealed to have originated as Elliot Spencer, a British WW1 captain who lost faith in humanity after the Third Battle of Ypres. This being leads other figures commonly called (*) Butterball, the Female, and Chatterer and can be summoned with the Lament Configuration. For 10 points, name this leader of the Cenobites who appears to take victims to a realm of highly experimental sadomasochism when they solve a puzzle box in the Hellraiser series.

ANSWER: Pinhead [accept Hell Priest, or The Cold Man, accept Elliot Spencer before mentioned]

7. Nicholas Cage’s son with this feature is taken away by angelic aliens at the end of Knowing. At the end of the Summer section of Requiem for a Dream, Marlon Wayans’ character agrees to work for a drug dealer with this feature before the car is shot up by a rival gang. In one film, a character with this feature writes “do it, coward” in her blood on a door before eventually killing her crossbow-wielding assailant with a corkscrew to the neck. In a recent film, a girl with this feature utilizes the (*) anomalous frequency of a device meant to correct for it to ward off the
aliens plaguing her family’s farmhouse. For 10 points, John Krasinski’s daughter in *A Quiet Place* requires hearing aids due to what feature, shared with the protagonist of *Hush*.

ANSWER: Deafness [or hearing-impaired, accept deaf-mute, accept anything implying that the person is deaf or cannot hear]

8. A Youtube video by the Grate Debate speculates that solving this game’s confusing final puzzle may involve allegories with the Book of Enoch and a figure named Jarith. Both Visage and Allison Road have announced themselves as spiritual successors to this game, but have not yet been released. Messages that might play backwards in this game include “we share an instant of private darkness” and, at one point, a Swedish radio broadcast hints that the War of the Worlds broadcast was real. At other points in the game, the central location gains a red glow and a voice ominously yells to (*) “look behind you.” The central gameplay involves going around the same hallway numerous times and attempting to avoid seemingly random attacks by a ghost named Lisa. 10 points, name this demo for the canceled *Silent Hills* game, released on the PS4.

ANSWER: PT [accept Playable Teaser, or the Silent Hills demo before mentioned]

9. When exiting a predecessor to this location, people are asked if they believe in God and are incinerated if they respond “no.” Insubordinate employees who work at this location are subjected to a lobotomy-esque procedure, after which they frequently remark on the color of their room and have a twitch in their right hand. A criminal in this location, nicknamed “The Wren,” dies when acid is sprayed into his eyes. In one room in this location, sound-activated spikes threaten to come out of the walls and impale those within. Rooms whose (*) numbers are powers of primes are found to be rigged with traps in this location. For 10 points, name this location, the subject of namesake Canadian films, which is made up of a series of smaller boxes, some of which are armed with deadly booby traps.

ANSWER: The **Cube**

10. In one scene from a movie with this adjective in the title, Daryl Sabara’s character attempts to stuff marijuana down a girl’s throat in order to get everybody high. Near the end of that Eli Roth film, the final girl is able to escape due to a black jaguar standing in the path of her assailants. In another film with this color in its name, the protagonists manage to scare away a dog named Tiger with microphone feedback. In that film, a character played by (*) Anton Yelchin is trapped along with his bandmates inside a bar owned by ruthless neo-Nazis. In a classic film, a substance named for this color is promoted as containing “high-energy plankton.” For 10 points, the protagonist realizes that the title substance described by this color “is people” at the end of a 1973 Richard Fleischer film.

ANSWER: **Green** [the films mentioned are *Green Inferno*, *Green Room*, and *Soylent Green*]

11. In one episode of this series, a character replies “its not truth or dare or lie” in response to someone questioning the efficacy of the game. One of the victims in this
series is buried up to her head in the soil and has her poor attempts at singing “Shake it Off” cut short when a lawnmower is driven over her. The second season of this show is set in a hospital and the villain known as the Green Meanie is revealed to be the father of the protagonist of the first season. (*) Ariana Grande notably appears in the first episode of this show and continues tweeting even as she is hacked to death by the killer dressed in a Red Devil costume. For 10 points, name this FOX horror-comedy series originally set in a sorority house starring Billie Lourd and Emma Roberts as Chanel #3 and #1 respectively.
ANSWER: Scream Queens

12. In 2017, this actress starred in the directorial debut of Sergio Sanchez, in which she plays Allie, who befriends the central family. In addition to that film, Marrowbone, this actress’s non-horror roles include a young Barack Obama’s love interest, Charlotte Baughman, in Barry, and her upcoming role as Irene Curie in Radioactive. She recently starred alongside Olivia Cooke as a girl who “feels everything” and decides to kill her stepfather in (*) Thoroughbreds. In another role, she played a young girl whose past history of sexual abuse causes her would-be assailant to declare her “pure” and then leave her alone. For 10 points, name this Argentine-British actress who played a central role in Split after having her breakout role as Thomasin in The Witch.
ANSWER: Anya Taylor-Joy

13. After pretending to dial 911 and injecting his wife with succinylcholine, Harrison Ford’s character in What Lies Beneath dies in this manner. In Saw III, Jeff saves Judge Halden from this sort of death by burning all the memorabilia concerning his son. Most of the characters in Sanctum die in this manner. In a tragic homage to her daughter’s death, Sasha Grey’s character in Would You Rather dies in this manner. In The Prestige, each of the (*) clones of the protagonist die in this manner after they disappear through the floor. In revenge for someone who dies in this way in another film, that character’s mother sticks an arrow through the bottom of a counselor’s bed in order to cut through his neck. For 10 points, Jason Vorhees originally died by what method while at Camp Crystal Lake.
ANSWER: Drowning [prompt on anything that implies running out of air]

14. When one character is asked what people call him in this film, he obnoxiously responds “I am Quarlsnarg from the Crab Nebula.” At the beginning of this film, one character talks about wanting to sell a signed picture of a stripper to Jackie Cobb, who often sticks a pencil in his eye socket and twists it around. At one point in this film, the characters go through a ride in which they see animatronics of Albert Fish and Ed Gein. In this film, (*) Rainn Wilson’s character is murdered before being turned into a bizarre half-fish sculpture. At the end of this film, the protagonists are dressed up as rabbits and lowered into a well, in which the terrifying Dr. Satan tries to capture and vivisect them. For 10 points, name this 2003 Rob Zombie film that introduces Captain Spaulding and the psychotic Firefly family, which was later followed by The Devil’s Rejects.
ANSWER: House of 1000 Corpses
15. In a more recent episode of its series, one character is seen reading a graphic novel published by House Tomorrow based on this episode. The protagonist of this episode hides an empty carton of the psychotropic drink, Cuppliance, in order to avoid having to drink it later. In this episode, overweight people are forced to wear ugly yellow suits and be humiliated on a show called Botherguts. This is the first episode of its show to feature both the song “Anyone Who Knows What Love Is” and the channel (*) WraithBabes. At the end of this episode, the protagonist begins a regular podcast in which he complains about society while holding a shard of glass to his neck. For 10 points, individuals attempt to win the singing show Hot Shot in order to stop being forced to mindlessly pedal bikes all day in what Black Mirror episode starring Daniel Kaluuya.

ANSWER: “Fifteen Million Merits” [accept Season 1 Episode 2, accept “that episode with Daniel Kaluuya in it” before mentioned]

16. In the video game adaptation of this film, items can be bought from a character named “Mr. Wing” using a currency of crystal balls. In a Key and Peele sketch, people toss around crazy ideas about what to put in this movie, all of which are part of the film. At one point in this film, a character wearing a green wig and red dress rises out of the image of an eye on a hexagonal grid while others sing “New York, New York.” A spider-like creature in this film is defeated when it is shot with a bottle of flaming whiteout. The central villains of this film are born when a (*) water cooler spills on the head of one of the protagonists. Those villains are named George, Lenny, Daffy, and Mohawk. For 10 points, identify this 1990 sequel in which a group of deranged mogwai torment an office building until they are finally stopped by Billy and Gizmo.

ANSWER: Gremlins 2: The New Batch

17. It is as of yet unclear what this monster had to do with the poisoning of thirteen children. Dead Meat listed the best kill by this monster as a scene in which he quickly pulls back a shower curtain before revealing his victim has almost instantly been decapitated. A woman attempts to flush her wedding ring down the toilet shortly before this monster mutilates her. That woman somehow survives and ends up stabbing this monster in the throat with a fork while in the hospital. This monster’s killings are often preceded by its victim seeing a message reading, (*) “If you yourself cannot release, then it will come to take a piece.” For 10 points, name this scarred, eyeless monster, and the subject of the most popular series of Crypt TV shorts.

ANSWER: The Look-See

18. In 2013, a man named Gary George horrifically tried to re-enact scenes from this movie and ended up stabbing a victim 49 times. The director of this film said he imagined the antagonist of the film as being a cross between Carrie, Annie Wilkes, and Veruca Salt. At one point in this film, the central antagonist cuts her initials into the protagonist’s chest before throwing salt at it. Earlier, that same character had his voice box filled with bleach to prevent him from speaking or screaming. In this film, the antagonist’s father crowns her (*) “prom queen” while her lobotomized
mother, Bright-Eyes, looks on. For 10 points, name this Australian horror film in which a girl named Lola kidnaps a boy on prom night and tortures him in her house for refusing to go with her.

ANSWER: *The Loved Ones*

19. One person of this profession has their arms pulled off with ropes in *American Horror Story: Roanoke*, while two characters of this profession can appear in the basement bathtub of the first season of *American Horror Story*. In *Nightmare on Elm Street 3*, Freddy disguises himself as someone with this profession before restraining Joey to his bed with a bunch of tongues. In *Dead by Daylight*, the killer with this profession has the ability to teleport long distances across the map. A more famous character with this profession re-breaks a (*) novelist’s legs using a wooden block and a sledgehammer. For 10 points, name this former profession of Annie Wilkes from *Misery*, many of whom are forced to work longer and more grueling hours than doctors.

ANSWER: *Nurse* [accept caretaker or equivalents, do not accept or prompt on doctor]

20. This man directed the E3 trailer for the original *Dead Space*. An absolutely terrible short film by this director concerns a man who is accidentally sent to Doggie Heaven after running over a dog named Miss Marple. Another film by this director ends with the protagonist learning his father has been a puppet the whole film, controlled by the spirit of Mary Shaw. In addition to *Dead Silence*, another one of this director’s films has a great jump scare in which a ghost’s hands reach out of the darkness to reveal it has been the one playing (*) “hide and clap” with a family’s matriarch. In the sequel to this man’s most famous film, the evil demon Valak takes on disguises such as The Crooked Man and a nun. That film is based on the investigations of Ed and Lorraine Warren. For 10 points, name this horror director behind *The Conjuring*.

ANSWER: James *Wan*

Bonuses:

1. This character was originally going to be the villain of *Friday the 13th Part VI*, but poor reception of the previous film lead to the producers bringing Jason back, for 10 points each:

   [10] Name this popular protagonist of the 4th, 5th, and 6th *Friday the 13th* films, who manages to kill Jason in the fourth film by hacking at his head with a machete while repeatedly screaming “Die!”

   ANSWER: *Tommy Jarvis* [accept either name]

   [10] Tommy also manages to kill this villain of the 5th film, who was the only villain in the *Friday the 13th* films who was not part of the Voorhees family. Similar to Jason’s mother, this man’s killing spree begins after he sees his son, Joey, killed with an axe.

   ANSWER: *Roy Burns* [accept either name]

   [10] My personal favorite *Friday* protagonist is Tina, the knockoff of Carrie from *New Blood*. Like Carrie, Tina possesses this ability, which she uses to fight off Jason.

   ANSWER: *Telekinesis* [generously anti-prompt on pyrokinesis]

2. Not all shark films feature great white sharks or megalodons, for 10 points each:
Genetically modified mako sharks torment a research base in this 1999 film. Samuel L. Jackson famously dies mid-speech in this film when a shark pops out of a hole in the room.

**ANSWER:** *Deep Blue Sea*

A 2005 Syfy original movie, alternatively titled *Sharkman*, sees a man become a monster when injected with the DNA of this shark species while being treated for kidney cancer.

**ANSWER:** *Hammerhead Shark* [accept more specific answers]

This enemy of Gamera appears as a giant Goblin shark from space. Before killing him, Gamera uses this enemy’s back as a xylophone to play his theme song.

**ANSWER:** *Zigra*

3. This character lives in constant terror of a force called The Shadow and longs to return to his old world, which he refers to as “my love,” for 10 points each:

[10] Name this telekinetic being masquerading as a Prussian baron who dedicated much of his life to studying the Orbs alongside Agrippa and Johann Weyer in his namesake castle.

**ANSWER:** Alexander von *Brennenburg*

[10] Alexander von Brennenburg is the central antagonist of this game, in which you make your through a castle while trying to keep up your sanity meter.

**ANSWER:** *Amnesia: The Dark Descent*

[10] Performing this action at the end of Amnesia will trigger a “good ending” in which both you and Alexander die, but you are saved by Johann Weyer in the afterlife.

**ANSWER:** *Tossing Agrippa’s head into the portal*

4. On the set of the original *Batman* TV series, this man started throwing eggs at Adam West and Burt Ward, causing an egg fight to break out, for 10 points each:

[10] Name this legendary horror actor, most active in the 50s and 60s, some of whose most famous roles were as the villain in the 1953 *House of Wax* and as the eccentric millionaire Frederick Loren in 1959’s *House on Haunted Hill*.

**ANSWER:** Vincent *Price*

[10] In this film, named after a Poe poem and based off a Lovecraft story, Price plays Joseph Curwen who plans to mate with mortal women to create a race of super-humans. This film is notable for introducing the Necronomicon and Cthulhu to the general public.

**ANSWER:** *The Haunted Palace*

[10] For his last major role, Price played the inventor and father of this character, who later creates a rare snowfall while carving an ice sculpture for the Boggs family.

**ANSWER:** *Edward Scissorhands*

5. The writer for this movie explained that she made the central villains vegetarians due to the snobiness of some of her friends, for 10 points each:

[10] Name this horrible 1990 film, ostensibly billed as the sequel to a completely unrelated 1986 film. In it, a young boy manages to destroy a group of vegetarian goblins by eating a Bologna sandwich and touching a stone from Stonehenge.

**ANSWER:** *Troll 2*
The documentary *Best Worst Movie* follows the fan base of *Troll 2* and reveals that much of the odd dialogue resulted due its director insisting upon knowing more about American manners of speaking despite hailing from this country.

ANSWER: **Italy**

The only actually scary moment in *Troll 2* occurs when the mother of the central family suggests they sing, “that song [she] likes so much,” one of the worst renditions of this song ever performed.

ANSWER: **“Row, Row, **Row Your Boat”**

6. Anime was a mistake, but answer some questions about horror anime anyways, for 10 points each:

[10] While the original Japanese version of this anime is a somewhat serious story about a group of friends and a demon-possessed cat trying to rid their town of spirits, ADV films created a much better comedic dub of the anime that replaces one of its central characters with an over-the-top born again Christian.

ANSWER: **Ghost Stories** (or *Gakko no Kaiden*)

[10] In the first season of this show, a time loop keeps a group of friends in the small rural town of Hinamizawa repeating the same few weeks of their lives, at the end of which, one of them inevitably goes crazy and kills the others.

ANSWER: **Higurashi When They Cry**

[10] In the anime *Hellsing*, the central anti-hero Alucard is a shapeshifting one of these creatures who wields two large caliber handguns. Unlike most of these creatures, Alucard can be exposed to sunlight without harm.

ANSWER: **Vampire**

7. In one film set in this country, a group of so-called fairies cause a vine-like fungus to engulf the protagonists’ house and attempt to replace their baby with a changeling, for 10 points each:

[10] Name this country, the setting of *The Hallow* and where a woman engages in a months-long ritual in order to summon a guardian angel to get revenge on the killers of her son in *A Dark Song*.

ANSWER: **Ireland**

[10] In the first film featuring this character, Dan O’Grady’s theft of his pot of gold causes him to wreak havoc on a North Dakota home. Later installments of his namesake franchise would see him “In Space” and “In the Hood.”

ANSWER: **Leprechaun**

[10] Ireland and the UK co-produced this 2017 Yorgos Lanthimos film that follows a cardiac surgeon played by Colin Farrell, who is told he must kill one of his family members for failing to save the father of another man.

ANSWER: **The Killing of a Sacred Deer**

8. Answer the following about some of the characteristic twists at the end of M. Night Shyamalan films, for 10 points each:

[10] At the end of *The Happening*, it is revealed that these beings are the cause of the suicide-inducing toxin as some sort of bizarre act of revenge for their treatment by humans.
ANSWER: **Plants** [accept specifics like trees]

[10] Likely the most iconic twist in Shyamalan’s career occurs at the end of this movie, in which it is revealed that nine-year old Cole Sear’s mentor, played by Bruce Willis, has been a ghost the whole time.

ANSWER: *The Sixth Sense*

[10] Shyamalan finally started to make good movies again in 2015 with *The Visit*. What’s the twist?

ANSWER: **The kids’ “grandparents” are actually escaped mental patients** [or their grandparents are actually dead, accept equivalents suggesting these people are imposters]

9. Viewer beware, you’re in for a scare in this bonus sequence about *Goosebumps*, for 10 points each:

[10] In “A Shocker on Shock Street,” a group of kids is attacked by a giant group of these insects. In 1957, a film about a “deadly” one of these insects was released alongside *The Girl in the Kremlin* and was later featured on an episode of MST3K.

ANSWER: Praying **Mantises**

[10] One of this actor’s first roles was as the main character of the Goosebumps episode “Say Cheese or Die.” He also starred alongside Sandra Bullock in *Murder by Numbers*, in which he collaborates with a high school classmate played by Michael Pitt to commit the “perfect crime” of murdering a woman and placing blame on his pot dealer.

ANSWER: Ryan **Gosling**

[10] The 2015 *Goosebumps* film was more of a meta-comedy than a true Goosebumps story. In it, Jack Black plays this reclusive author of the Goosebumps series, whose literary creatures all come to life to haunt the town.

ANSWER: R. L. **Stine**

10. Despite the fact that this movie is renowned for its realistic portrayal of time travel, its somber atmosphere greatly disturbed me and so I will consider it a horror film, for 10 points each:

[10] Identify this film in which a group of friends make a box in a warehouse that allows them to travel several hours back in time in order to make profitable stock-market bets.

ANSWER: *Primer*

[10] This 2012 film uses a much less realistic, but equally as fun time loop premise in which a group of teens travel to a cabin in the woods and then for some reason decide to hunt down and kill their previous cycle’s selves within a mine rather than try to warn the next cycle.

ANSWER: *Mine Games*

[10] In this more recent horror film, a sorority girl wakes up every morning in boy named Carter’s bed and finally discovers that her roommate has been killing her every day out of jealousy for her affair with a teacher.

ANSWER: *Happy Death Day*

11. Answer the following about some of the defining films of the recent indie horror craze, for 10 points each:
This 2013 film by Jonathan Glazer was one of the earlier films of the craze. In it, a black featureless alien disguised as Scarlett Johansson lures Scottish men to their deaths for unknown reasons. **ANSWER: Under the Skin**

This more recent film featured a family of three in a home in the woods, paranoid of both other humans and an unknown, but lethal disease. The family graciously allows another family to live with them, but ends up killing them and succumbing to the sickness. **ANSWER: It Comes at Night**

Both Under the Skin and It Comes at Night were distributed by this company, also responsible for The Witch and Spring Breakers. **ANSWER: A24**

12. Disturbing imagery in this film includes a fox disemboweling itself and telling the protagonist that “chaos reigns” and a bunch of swollen ticks attaching themselves to that character’s hand, for 10 points each:

[10] What 2009 film sees a mother deal with the death of her child, Nic, by often demanding violent sex from her Willem Dafoe-played husband and by later cutting off her clitoris. **ANSWER: Antichrist**

[10] Antichrist was directed by this controversial director who also made Melancholia and Nymphomaniac. This director was supposedly only joking when he said he sympathized with Hitler and considered himself to be a Nazi. **ANSWER: Lars von Trier**

[10] The ecumenical jury at this film festival hated Antichrist so much that they gave it an anti-award for promoting misogyny. Despite that, Charlotte Gainsbourg still won Best Actress for the film. **ANSWER: Cannes Film Festival**

13. Answer the following about some perks from the video game, Dead by Daylight, for 10 points each:

[10] If you have played killer on Dead by Daylight, you likely know about this obnoxious survivor perk, which makes the survivor the obsession and allows them to escape from the killer’s grasp once per match. **ANSWER: Decisive Strike**

[10] This licensed killer has great unique perks like Barbecue & Chili and Franklin’s Demise. Like in the film franchise he is from, this killer likes to wildly swing a chainsaw around in order to down survivors in one hit. **ANSWER: Leatherface**

[10] The perk Borrowed Time was introduced as a unique perk of this character, a PC-exclusive old army veteran released as part of a cross-promotion with Left 4 Dead. **ANSWER: Bill**

14. Film Theory hypothesizes that Heather’s death in this film was actually an elaborate plot by Josh and Mike, rather than caused by the namesake monster, for 10 points each:
10. Name this 1999 found footage horror film shot in the Black Hills of Maryland, which mostly consists of teenagers screaming in near total darkness. It seems like most people found this movie scary at the time because many believed its footage to be real. 

ANSWER: The Blair Witch Project

10. While many credit the repopularization of the found footage genre to Paranormal Activity, a solid argument may be made for this Spanish horror film instead. This film sees a documentary crew quarantined inside a fire station when a rabies-like virus breaks out. Unlike Paranormal Activity, this movie didn’t suck.

ANSWER: REC

10. I personally like to credit the downfall of the found footage movement to this 2012 film, in which a crew documenting exorcisms in the Vatican become possessed themselves. This movie ends with a sudden car crash and a message to visit their website for more details. Stupid.

ANSWER: The Devil Inside

15. At the end of this segment, the central creature calls the cameraman “papa” causing that man to break out in manic laughter, for 10 points each:

[10] Name this segment of a larger film, in which a news crew attempts to document an Indonesian cult before the cult commits mass suicide to facilitate the coming of a horned demon that kills them all.

ANSWER: “Safe Haven” [prompt on VHS 2, but do not reveal this]

[10] In the segment, “Phase I Clinical Trials,” a man gets an implant to replace this body part, which causes him to see numerous ghosts that end up killing him by ramming the implant down his throat.

ANSWER: Eye

[10] Both “Phase I Clinical Trials” and “Safe Haven” are segments that appear in this 2013 horror anthology sequel, whose frame story sees a private investigator watching a series of disturbing videos.

ANSWER: VHS 2 [neg 30 if they say VHS Viral]

16. Answer the following about dangerous moments that occurred during the making of horror films, for 10 points each:

[10] While no actors were actually hurt, an accidental event of this type in Attack of the Killer Tomatoes was later incorporated into the final film and blamed on “kamikaze tomatoes.”

ANSWER: Helicopter Crash

[10] Actress Linda Blair suffered a spinal fracture that later developed into scoliosis while playing the Pazuzu-possessed Regan MacNeil in this classic 1973 film.

ANSWER: The Exorcist

[10] In 1993, Brandon Lee died during shoots of this film due to a round accidentally being left in a gun on set. Lee plays title rockstar vigilante, Eric Danven, who seeks revenge on a gang led by T-Bird after the murder of his fiancé.

ANSWER: The Crow

17. Not all horror comes from movies, books, and TV, so answer the following about spooky side of the Internet, for 10 points each:
This most famous creepypasta character, often depicted as a man in a suit with a blank face, is known to target children and use humans as proxies for his evil deeds. His story was popularized with the Youtube series, Marble Hornets, and a series of namesake games.

ANSWER: **Slender Man** [accept The Operator]

This other creepypasta figure is described as a young boy who realized his love of inflicting pain before carving a permanent smile into his face and cutting out his eyelids so as to never sleep.

ANSWER: **Jeff the Killer**

In this Canadian horror anthology series, a group of would-be killers utilize the namesake website in order to effectively plan and later display their kills. By the end of the series, it is revealed that the site may be alive and watching these killers.

ANSWER: **Darknet**

18. At one point in this film, maggots start raining down from the ceiling into the main character’s food, for 10 points each:

[10] Name this 1977 Italian film in which a young girl named Suzy attends a ballet school in Germany only to find it controlled by a coven of witches.

ANSWER: **Suspiria**

**Suspiria** belongs to this genre of Italian horror films that typically contain elements of slasher and psychological horror. This genre means yellow in Italian and other famous films within it include *All the Colors of the Dark* and *The Bird with the Crystal Plumage*.

ANSWER: **Giallo**

[10] This highly influential 1964 giallo film by Mario Bava is sometimes said to have set the stage for the brutal slasher films of the 1980s. In it, a man in a white mask kills a group of fashion models in Rome.

ANSWER: **Blood and Black Lace** [or Sei donne per l'assassino]

19. For 10 points each, given the film’s subtitle, name the franchise:

[10] Global Swarming
ANSWER: **Sharknado**

[10] Dream Master
ANSWER: **A Nightmare on Elm Street**

[10] Dollhouse
ANSWER: **The Amityville Horror**

20. You made it to bonus 20, congrats! Now answer some bonuses on random dogshit horror movies I have watched on Netflix, for 10 points each:

[10] In *Welcome to Willits*, a bunch of teens get murdered on a farm growing this crop because drugs are bad. *Halloweed*’s title is a pun on this crop. Please answer.

ANSWER: **Marijuana** [or cannabis, prompt on weed I guess]

[10] In keeping with the recent trend of tech based horror films, this movie sees a siri-like app download itself on a group of friends phones and then kill them using a manifestations of their worst fears, including both clowns and institutional racism.

ANSWER: **Bedeviled**
Dismissed sees this actor play a spoiled kid who attempts to ruin his teacher’s life for refusing to give him an A on every assignment. This actor’s brother currently plays Jughead on the horrifically terrible CW series, Riverdale.

ANSWER: Dylan Sprouse [both names required]

(Extra). One of the players at Duke said that this packet wouldn’t be authentic without Bye Bye Man content, so blame him for this, for 10 points each:

[10] This six-word phrase gets uttered like a thousand times throughout the film. I think it is supposed to give people advice on how to escape the Bye Bye Man, but all it seems to do is mesmerize people and make the monster stronger. Exact phrase required.

ANSWER: Don’t think it, Don’t say it

[10] In perhaps the dumbest moment of the film, one character hallucinates a family with car trouble, demands out of a car, and then is hit by one of these vehicles. Bradley Cooper stars in another film titled for a “Midnight Meat” one of these things.

ANSWER: Trains [accept equivalents]

[10] For the hardest question of the packet, give the name of any character in the Bye Bye Man other than the title monster.

ANSWER: Acceptable answers include Eliot, John, Sasha, Detective Shaw, Larry, Mr. Daizy, Alice, Kim, Mrs. Watkins, Virgil, and Widow Redmon